SET-UP UPPER SECTION

A. Insert stacking pins of guardrail section frames into sockets on top of vertical posts of frames of section below.

B. Position the interlock pin through aligned holes as shown (See Figure a). Be certain that pin securely engages both the upper endframe stacking pin and the lower endframe vertical post. After the pin is engaged, the spring clip should rest flush against the vertical post as shown (See Figure b).

C. Attach one diagonal brace on one side of upper section and the other remaining diagonal brace to the other side to form an “X”. Diagonal braces should straddle junction of upper and lower section.

D. Attach horizontal braces on rungs of frames. To use extra horizontal braces as guardrails follow directions with handrail hangers.

E. Move platform from base of lower section to desired height on scaffold by placing hooks on platform on rungs of frame.

NOTE: If platforms are placed on either the top rung or second rung from the top, install a guardrail or upper section to obtain proper guardrail height above platform. See instructions on these sections or consult the manufacturer.